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Abstract
Recent efforts to formulate strategies that will turn Qatar’s capital city into a global hub have given rise to a debate about the morphological and functional composition of one of Doha’s most prominent areas - West Bay. At the end of the 20th century West Bay, also known as Diplomatic Quarter, was chosen by public initiatives to become the new Central Business District of Doha. Today, the appeal of West Bay as a business hub is contested by other emerging urban centres – such as the highly integrated Al Sadd area, which has attracted a wide range of advanced producer service sectors. It is therefore the objective of this paper to investigate the spatial configuration of Doha’s West Bay, which arguably lays the foundations for the socio-economic interdependencies necessary for its vitality and sustenance. In order to quantify its intrinsic urban complexities, Bill Hillier’s space syntax methodology is applied, which elucidates, in various scales, global and local grid conditions, and thus can be used for assessments regarding the distribution of land use patterns and infrastructural networks.
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INTRODUCTION

The West Bay has been envisioned as a Central Business District (CBD), which puts an expectation on its spatial and functional parameters. Gregory et al define the CBD as the ‘the nucleus of an urban area around its most accessible point, containing an internally differentiated concentration of retail and office establishments’ (Gregory et. Al, 2009, p. 75). This is certainly a view also shared by Burgess who defines the CBD of American cities of the 20th century, such as Chicago, as the heart of the city, with ‘its department stores, its smart shops, its office buildings, its clubs, its banks, its hotels, its theatres, its museums, and its headquarters of economic, social, civic, and political life’ (Burgess as cited in Murphy, 2009, p.4). The CBD is not necessarily a delimited area, but rather a morphologically distinct centrality – marked by a concentration of high-rise buildings, heavy vehicular and pedestrian traffic, high land value and taxes, and greatest accessibility from all other parts of the city (Murphy, 2009).

Further, the CBD of the digital era depends on the presence of solid ‘social infrastructure’ that allows for the exchange of tacit knowledge, through encounter and interactions, whose degree of connectivity is directly related to the success of CBD’s as strategic economic centres (Sassen, 2001, p.122). This new logic of globally competitive, economically viable CBD’s with integrated social dimension has come to bear spatially on such developments as La Defense in Paris, whose density, accessibility and provision of socio-economic services for its residents rivals its counterparts in London and Barcelona (Birck, 2008). Other cities, such as Toronto and Miami (Sassen, 2000), Singapore (Wong, 2004), and Beijing (Zhou, 1998) have also undergone similar spatial morphosis tailored at becoming not only ‘centres for control and command functions for high-value specialized service, [but also] centres for conspicuous consumption and cultural innovation’ through the provision of highly efficient social infrastructure (Wong, 2004, p. 37).

These visions translate to the emerging CBD of Doha and its potentials for structuring a spatial environment that not only anchors a corporate foundation, but also connects ‘real space’ (Hillier, 2008, p. 218) in a network of opportunities for ‘probabilistic encounter and co-presence’ (Hillier et al, 1987, p.233) that channels the exchange of knowledge and innovation, and contributes to the sustenance of a social capital. It is conjectured here, that this socio-economic overlap depends, first and foremost, on opportunities provided by the spatial configuration and the existence of a globally identifiable urban centrality, where
various activities take place simultaneously and at various scales. This conjecture is based on the theoretical propositions of space syntax – an evidence-based methodology for analysing the city in terms of ‘the patterns of shaped and interlinked spaces intended to facilitate social aims’ (Hillier, 2008, p.217).

The urban street network is the largest spatial configuration in a city and it has been argued to have an autonomous power to structure movement flows and patterns of co-presence, in what Hillier et al define as the theory of ‘natural movement’. The urban grid, represented as a system of fewest and shortest lines that connect all publically accessed spaces, is seen as the primary generator of movement flows, which are structured in two ways – as a destination or a to-movement or as a choice of route - through-movement (Hillier et al, 1993). The two measures are quantified by the variables of ‘integration’ (to-movement) and ‘choice’ (through-movement). Integration and choice, applied at global as well as local radii, reveal the degree of connectivity and accessibility of lines in the urban grid, which is a likely indicator of degree of natural movement, and consequently of advantageous locations for commercial and retail land use.

The agglomeration of socio-economic activity along channels of configurationally-privileged movement flows catalyses a feedback process on the urban grid in what Hillier defines as the ‘multiplier effect’ of space and movement (Hillier, 1996b, p.43). Consequently, this reciprocal socio-spatial relationship attributes to cities a definition of ‘movement economies’ (Hillier, 1996b). As such, cities acquire a natural tendency to agglomerate economically-laden urban parts in ‘live centres...[which are] led by retail, markets, catering and entertainment, and other activities which benefit usually from movement’ (Hillier, 1999, p.107). This process of emerging live centralities will be observed in the CBD of Doha in light of its potential to accommodate not only internally confined corporate and administrative functions, but also to capitalize on the ‘urban street buzz’ (Hillier, 1996a, p.126), engendered by the provision of socio-economic activity at ground level.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE WEST BAY

In order to contextualize Doha’s Central Business District and to understand the patterns of urbanisation that led to its existence, the following offers a historical overview of the growth and development of the city. It traces the urban expansion from the earliest settlements recorded in aerial photographs and has the objective of providing an insight into an urban past, whose complexities are often underestimated in modern planning schemes.

The city of Doha is often labelled as an ‘Instant City’ (Salamo, 2008) due to its rapid urbanisation following the discovery of oil in 1939 (Nagy, 2000). This pre-oil period of organically grown localities were soon superseded by the fast-paced city expansion, following the first production of oil ten years after its discovery, in 1947 (Al Buainain, 1999, p.120). The city grew in all directions around the original settlement core (Figure 1) and by the middle of the 20th century infrastructure provisions were employed for the construction of the new airport to the south and for connecting to western and northern satellite cities (Al Buainain, 1999). Doha’s morphology grew in a radial pattern, forming ring roads that followed the coastal curvature and extending outward with radials that reached towards the rest of the peninsula. These arteries accumulated and channelled movement along their network and subsequently provided the platform for structuring of retail and commercial activities (Figure 1).
Following a transitional period in the 1960s when the first public policies were drafted and the first ministry founded, the 1970s marked a turning point in government policy and urban development that was conditioned by Qatar’s independence from British mandate in 1971 (Wiedmann, 2012). Subsequently, new centralised administration came into being with matters of urban development delegated to the planning section of the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Agriculture (MMAA). Various foreign consultants were invited to advise on planning strategies and devise master plans for future urban development (Al Buainain, 1999).

One of these consultants, William Pereira Associates was commissioned to devise a detailed master plan for what is known as the New District of Doha (NDOD). The NDOD was built on reclaimed land, following recommendations of British consultants Llewellyn-Davies, and composed of extensive housing developments, accommodating, among others, staff for the new Qatar University, hotel and a convention centre, a diplomatic and ministry district, a waterfront promenade (called the Corniche) and a large park surrounding a new business district. The 750-hectare land reclamation, which started in 1974, re-morphed the city bay in a ‘crescent shaped shoreline’ (Al Buainain, 1999), embedding the new Diplomatic District at the northern tip, thus bestowing upon it a visual dominance, as well as a symbolic specialisation (Figure 1).

During the 1980s only few landmark developments, such as the Sheraton Hotel and the Qatar University, were built in the NDOD development area. The main business centre remained in Al Salata and the A-ring in proximity to the international airport. In the end of the 1990s, the initiated relocation of ministries and semi-public holdings from Dafna to the West Bay led to the first high rise developments. In addition to the perspectives to gain public institutions as tenants, the newly introduced building permits for commercial and residential towers attracted investors to the area. In a period of less than 15 years, more than 88 high-rise buildings were built in the West Bay, which became the main icon of modern urbanism in Qatar (Figure 2) (Wiedmann, Salama and Thorstein, 2012). The demand for the shell & core office space in the West Bay has however, never met initial expectations, with companies looking for smaller, more affordable and fully furnished spaces (100-600sqm), which are mostly located in other emerging business centres along the various ring roads, with C-ring (Al Sadd area) as a primary focus (Asteco Reports, 2011; NAI Qatar, 2011). This preference of the private sector has various roots, including spatial accessibility concerns. The following analyses investigate the city’s morphological configuration in order to examine the intrinsic spatial parameters of the West Bay in comparison to other business centres in Doha.

**THE SPATIAL CONFIGURATION OF THE WEST BAY**

The syntactic analysis of the global condition of Doha during three photographically-recorded periods (1947, 1958 and 1988, as shown in Figure 3), illustrates the logic of the emerging physical profile and would prove insightful justification for the pattern of land use distribution, seen presently. Already within the early, pre-oil historic settlements (Figure 3-a), distinct main arteries are detected, around which densely aggregated residential units are structured. With the rapid expansion, following oil discovery and production, the first ring road (A-ring) encircles the historic centre, which still retains remnants of its former main pedestrian roads (Figure 3-
b). The A-ring road, in 1959, has become the main spine that channels the most movement along its path, with B-ring road starting to show potential to do the same.

Indeed, by 1988 (Figure 3-c), the ring structure has persistently attained the highest choice values, indicative of the presence of a distinctively strong global ‘foreground network of linked centres’, that sits within a globally segregated residential background. This strongly differentiated foreground network, which gives the city its universally ‘generic’ form, is also, according to Hillier, responsible for the channelling of movement and attracting ‘movement-seeking’ land uses (Hillier, 1996a, p.vi). These, in turn, attract even more movement, creating the ‘multiplier effect’ that ultimately gives these foreground channels their highest choice, or through-movement, values (Hillier, 1996a, p.vi).
Thus, here, the morphological profile and global embeddedness of the ring roads suggest the presence of high degree of commercial activity, while the immediately adjacent short-lined neighbourhoods suggest the predominance of residential quarters.

With specific regards to the West Bay zone, the syntactic map of 1988 (Figure 3-c) locates the CBD within a spatial configuration with lower choice values, signalling a lower potential for this area to naturally structure a movement economy – retail which benefits from street movement - along its street network (Hillier, 1996a). This leads to a hypothesis which favours the future capacity of other, more centrally-located centres to engender urban qualities, such as movement-seeking commercial land use, that would attract and sustain a diversified economy and which puts the West Bay in a disadvantage, caused by its spatial configuration.

Figure 4 elucidates the present-day integration, or embeddedness, of the West Bay within the spatial morphology of Doha. The lack of warm colours within the West Bay zone indicates its relative global segregation, in comparison to the intensity of warm-colour lines found in more centrally located areas, such as within A-ring road. The density of grid lines found in the downtown areas is also indicative of the persistence of historical grid remnants. This density of short and long lines predisposes to the existence of various block sizes and consequently building scales, which welcomes economic and social diversification. Al Sadd area, for instance, is bordered on all sides by high-choice roads, ones that are ‘on topologically shortest paths from all lines to all other lines in the system’. The supremacy of the choice network of the Al Sadd area is indicative of the higher densities of varied activities, because of its movement-privileged spatial configuration. This stands in contrast to the West Bay areas, whose spatial configuration does not make it an integrated part of the urban fabric of Doha.

The global spatial configuration of Doha reveals there is almost a lack of the usual strongly differentiated centre, from which the city extends in more segregated distant parts. It appears that its morphology is composed of many distinctly segregated parts, which do not come together in a cohesive whole, due to the presence of a strong foreground network that dissects the city into equally segregated urban enclaves. Thus, the city seems to have been ‘put together’ globally, a result of extensive post-1970s top-down planning, which has almost annihilated the potential for organic growth of spatial complexities.

On a more local scale, when compared to Al Sadd area again, the West Bay’s local centralities (its main arteries) seem to lose their potency, while in Al Sadd, they stay persistently strong (Figure 5). This is due to the fact that local centralities in the Al Sadd area are also part of the global to- and through-movement and network (Figure 4), which is not the case in West Bay; it appears as a segregated to-movement destination. Thus, while the highest choice values in Al Sadd slide along the same line, in West Bay they quickly disappear towards the edges, of which only the shoreline movement corridor – the Corniche - emerges as the highest choice at the smallest radius (Figure 5).

This difference between choice values in different locations is also indicative of the different spatial morphology of Doha’s urban fabric. Again, while in the Al Sadd area the long lines, accounting for primacy in a road hierarchy, are angularly intersected by a lower order network of shorter lines, in the West Bay area long and short lines seem to create not angles, but loops. This is clearly evident in the figure ground models of the two zones as shown in Figure 6. The loop-grid in West Bay, exacerbated by one-way vehicular movement, indeed stands as the counteract of the through-movement angular line-grid network in the Al Sadd area.

Moreover, in terms of building massing, the very centre of the West Bay is currently occupied by a shopping mall complex and the
building site of an equally large convention centre, encircled by a looping road system (Figure 7-a). This spatial colonization annihilates the possibility of a ‘live centrality’, characterized by a ‘compact and interaccessible layout’ (Hillier, 1999, p.121). The lack of it affects opportunities for the natural co-presence of both corporate-laden and socially-laden activities and leads to a spatial and functional segregation at the very core of the business district.

The longer syntactical lines in the West Bay area (Figures 5 and 7) are also indicative of the size of the bigger urban blocks (Hillier, 1999). Not only is the building density in West Bay drastically lower than that of Al Sadd, but also the locations of buildings within the plots is quite different. Contrary to Al Sadd area, buildings in the West Bay are offset from the main through-movement arteries (Figure 8-left) – the ones with highest choice values - and have two main entrances, with the more active one located on the back side, accessed through the secondary road network (Figure 9-left).

As such, the building layout leaves almost no possibility for creating interface between building occupants and street pedestrians. The lack of commercial ground floor activity further limits the possibilities for a social dynamic, not only for West Bay’s corporate occupants, but also for visitors to the area.

Moreover, the spatial segregation in the West Bay translates into a distinct functional spatialisation. Most buildings in the West Bay are single-use occupancy, with clusters of retail, service and catering activities located in two shopping...
malls. This segregated mega-scaled functional spatialization results in a lack of pedestrian accessibility to density and diversity, burdening Doha’s vision of becoming a ‘compact...polycentric’ city with opportunities for mixed-use ‘urban developments that would include elements to service all aspects of

Figure 7. Building density and location within the plots in West Bay (a) and in Al Sadd (b), overlaid with syntactical analysis. (Source: Authors).

Figure 8. Comparison between street interface conditions in the West Bay (left) and along C-ring road in Al Sadd area (right). (Source: Authors).

Figure 9. The backside main entrances of buildings in the West Bay. (Source: Authors).
THE POTENTIAL RECONFIGURATION OF SPATIAL STRUCTURES IN WEST BAY

Based on the previous spatial analyses it could be said, that the West Bay district has amounted various incapacities that impede its affirmation of a vibrant central business district. These are arguably due to a combination of a lack of historical traces in the area, coupled with an over-simplified top-down planning, resulting in a spatial and functional segregation, which ignores the pedestrian scale at street level. It could be further said, there has been a lack of research into the spatial potentials of both historical city centres and central business districts, such as global and local grid conditions, density and diversity of uses, as well as varied building scales. The spatial accumulation of these is retained essential for allowing the overlap of corporate and social infrastructure towards establishing a dynamic business urban core.

In order to remedy this spatial deficiency, one recommendation would be a Siksna process of grid intensification. The Siksna process advocates optimum block sizes and circulation meshes for CBDs, based on considerations for vehicular and pedestrian movement (Siksna, 1997). In doing so, it also reshapes the block topology into more compact sizes of 3,600 – 20,000sqm. Such process of grid intensification could reinforce the highest choice routes of the West Bay by providing a better accessibility and interconnectivity. It could also break the loop grid pattern, thus improving on the area’s intelligibility. The spatial advantages of an intensified grid could engender potentials for movement economies that would increase the spatial capital – a combination of density and diversity and the accessibility to it, which is arguably the underpinning factor for socio-economic viability.

Figure 10 shows a syntactical intervention of a Siksna process, where the grid of the West Bay is knitted together and intensified. The proposal is successful in defining a discernible core and improving on the integration of axial and radials that knit the spatial network in a continuous more intelligible circulation pattern. Further, the global embeddedness of the proposed West Bay scheme is examined in Figure 11, where it becomes evident the emergence of a discernible urban core at a global scale. The city’s syntactical structure becomes polycentric and the West bay attains a specific grid configuration, which could begin to act as an attractor for movement and diversified land use.

The resulting more permeable grid needs to also host a greater density and diversity of uses at ground level. Such interventions should include the provision of tall landscaping for shading, food and beverage catering along continuous pedestrian sidewalks, as well as increased number of crossings of major boulevards so as to create greater opportunity for interface between corporate occupants and visitors from different parts of the West Bay area.
CONCLUSION

The recommendations for the improvement of the West Bay area aim to address the challenge of creating a globally distinct spatial centrality and a socio-economic viability that would foster an emerging business and economic diversification. The current spatial deficiencies in the West Bay creating opportunities for the sustenance of movement economies that would constitute an integrated street dynamic. Further recommendations address the current lack of interface conditions between buildings and streets. Increased density, coupled with a diversity of ground floor uses are proposed as the essential changes in the area’s spatial capital that would address the needs of the present economy for exchange and interaction between conceptually distant participants that occupy the same urban space.

The recommendations for the improvement of the spatial morphology of the West Bay are based on current conditions and available data and do not take into account specifics of new master plans for the area. Thus, the authors’ proposal should be reviewed for its conceptual contribution to the on-going discussion of how to work and structure the physical space in order to address not only functional needs, but also social concerns. More importantly, it is a response particularly to the needs of a growing economy, which seeks those generative urban mechanisms that increase face-to-face contact, social interaction, and breeding grounds for creativity and innovation. Thus, more than a dimensioned design solution, it is a proposition for structuring a spatial overlap of corporate and socio-economic urban activity that would give the West Bay its distinct centrality and spatial capital towards its affirmation as the core Central Business District in Doha.

Given the evolving nature of the West Bay
and the visions put forward for its development, further studies need to address the realization of some of the future objectives for the area, such as a strong pedestrian axis to community facilities, active frontages on the outskirts and collector roads leading to the waterfront as well as a variety of public spaces including urban plazas in order to secure pedestrian priority, safety, and comfort. Thus, a much deeper understanding of the spatial needs of a diversified economy needs to be emplaced in future studies for the area, coupled with an appreciation of those local cultural variants that shape the area’s spatial complexities and sustain its evolution.
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